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About Wultra
Wultra offers peace of mind for financial institutions and their clients by 
providing leading banks and fintech companies with security tools for 
their internet and mobile apps. 

Thanks to Wultra’s solutions, financial institutions can meet regulatory 
requirements, detect and stop malware attacks, and protect their apps 
against a wide range of digital threats.

Who We Are
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Logo: Full-SizeOur Logo

Depending on the scenario, the 
logo safe zone should ideally be 
equal to the width of the letter “w”.

Minimum logo size is 150px width.
150px

We use this full-size logo whenever we can.
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Logo: SymbolOur Logo

Depending on the scenario, the 
symbol safe zone should ideally 
be equal to the width of half of 
the symbol.

We use this logo when there is no space for our full-size logo.

Minimum symbol size is 150px 
width.

50px
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Logo: Don’tsOur Logo

❌ ❌

❌❌

Don’t add shadows or outer 
glow in any shape or form.

Don’t use the logo on busy, 
low contrast and off-brand 
colored backgrounds.

Don’t use the logo in off-
brand colors. Don’t deform, 
alter, rotate, or skew the 
logo in any way. 
 
Don’t use the logo without 
the symbol.
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ColorsPalette

Main Wultra Brand Color
RGB: 021B28

Secondary Brand Color
RGB: 053751

Highlight Brand Color 
RGB: 0099FF

Alert Color: Use with 
Caution! 

RGB: AC0B66

Highlight Brand Color 
RGB: 096799

Headings
RGB: 000000

Regular Text
RGB: 333333

RGB: 777777 RGB: AAAAAA RGB: EEEEEE RGB: F7F7F7
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TypographyOur Font

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789?!@&%*

We believe that simple fonts with clean lines work the best. We also believe that 
using a font family that is open and freely available simplifies many things. This 
is why we use the Source Sans Pro font by Paul D. Hunt.

For regular text, we use the “light”. We use “regular” in combination with 
darker color to emphasize. For headings, we use “regular” or “bold”. Finally, 
the “black” goes for the main document titles. As a general rule of thumb, we 
avoid using “italic” or “underline”.

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Source+Sans+Pro
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PhotosImagery

Modern, candid, high 
quality imagery featuring 
tones of our brand’s blue 
color.
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Photos: Don’tsImagery

Avoid using cluttered, 
cheap, overly expressive 
and posed imagery.

❌ ❌

❌❌
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IllustrationsImagery

We use a simplistic 
illustration style to support 
our photos and to visualize 
more elaborate concepts.
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Collateral & MerchSwag

Merch always includes our full-size logo or logo symbol. 
We don’t use taglines or other graphics elements.
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Tone of VoiceWriting

Our tone of voice appeals to businesses and their clients alike. As we aim to 
reach relevant representatives of leading banks and fintech companies, our 
tone will often tell stories from the perspective of industry insiders.  
 
We’ve established a set of applicable qualities that convey how we’d like to 
speak to our audience. While creating content, we always strive to let these 
characteristics guide us. 
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Wultra’s Tone of VoiceWriting

Is: Conversational
We want Wultra’s content to feel accessible to 
everyone. We write like people talk and try to 
keep things casual yet informative.

Is: Positive
Although many topics related to mobile security 
can be concerning to read about, we do our 
best to offer positive and helpful advice.

Is: Knowledgeable 
We’d like to be your reliable source for all 
things related to fintech and digital banking. 
We’re looped in and ready to share and 
provide insights into the latest news 
stories to our readers.

Isn’t: Boring
We don’t want to drive away our audience with 
irrelevant or dull content. However, you can 
count on us to link to research and authentic 
sources in our content.

Isn’t: Fear-Mongering
We aim to move away from scaring people into 
caring about cyber-security.

Isn’t: Overly Technical
While we write about tech, our job remains to 
make technical content digestible to a broad 
audience. We break down any technical terms 
and provide explanations whenever we feel that 
it would help our content’s overall message. 
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Content Style Guidelines Grammar Tech-Specific Terms
Writing

• Blog post length: Typically 
between 500-1,000 words 

• Language and spelling: 
American English 

• Headline capitalization: We use 
APA Style capitalization, in which 
words are lowercase unless there 
is specific guidance to capitalize 
them  
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Use single spaces after a full stop, 
NOT double! 

• Use the Oxford comma, which is 
a comma before the final item in 
a list (e.g. one thing, two things, 
and three things) 

• Write out numbers one through 
nine; use numerals for 10 and 
above 

• Use em dashes (—) instead of 
hyphens (-) in the body of a 
sentence 
 
 

• cyber-security 
(not cybersecurity or cyber 
security) 

• Wi-Fi (not wifi, Wifi, or WiFi) 

• ‘internet’ is not capitalized 

• ‘email’ (not Email, E-mail or 
e-mail)
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Summary and Contact InfoContact Us

Would you like to learn more about our products or start a business partnership? 
Drop us a quick message using our website form or at hello@wultra.com. 
We’ll get back to you within one business day.

Wultra s.r.o.
Belehradska 858/23
120 00 Prague – Vinohrady
Czech Republic

The company is registered in the 
Commercial Register maintained 
by the Municipal Court in Prague, 
Section C, File 235343.

Company ID: 03643174
VAT ID: CZ03643174

US Tax Information
Form W-8BEN-E

Certifications
ISO 27001

https://www.wultra.com/contact-us
mailto:hello%40wultra.com?subject=
https://www.wultra.com/files/2021-w-8ben-e-full-form-scan.pdf
https://www.wultra.com/iso-27001

